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Abstract— Let and be without two semi-groups. We characterize outside direct result of two free semi-
groups as an arranged pair of words with the end goal that and. We explore the introductions of the outer
direct result of free semi-groups, state and demonstrate under certain conditions that the outer direct result
of two limited created free semi-groups is limited produced, likewise the outside direct result of two limited
exhibited free semi-groups is limitedly introduced. 
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1. Introduction

In 1998, Robertson et. al., [10], discussed the direct products of semi-groups and provided the necessary and

[10] sufficient conditions for which the direct products of semi-groups is finitely generated and presented. It

was showed in [7] that using graph theory the direct product of two finitely generated (finitely presented)

semi-groups is also finitely generated (finitely presented). In [16], graphs were used to represent the direct

product of two and three finitely generated [16] (finitely presented) semi-groups. Further investigation by

[15] proved that given a finitely generated semi group, M and its sub semi-groups (say) S then, if M is

finitely generated and the sub semi-groups S of M has a finite boundary in M, then S is finitely generated.

Also, it  was shown that  if M is finitely presented and S has a finite boundary in M, then S is  finitely

presented.  The  presentations  of  semi-groups  and  sub  semi-groups  have  extensively  been  discussed  by

different researchers. For details see, [3],  [7], [10] and [9] . More so, different investigations have been

independently and [11] collectively carried out on the direct products of semi-groups, see also [4], [5], [6],

[7] and [19]. In this paper, we investigate the external direct products of free semi-groups, state and prove

the conditions for direct products of free semi group to be free. In section 2, we give basic definitions

relevant to our paper and prove in section 3 that the external direct product of free semi-groups is finitely

generated. In section 4, we state some conditions for the external direct product of semi-groups to be finitely

presented.

2. Starters  

In this area, we present the documentation for the remainder of the paper and give an essential meaning of

terms that is destined to be supportive as we continue. For the documentation see,[1] [4],  [5] and  [6].

Perusers are likewise urged to look for itemized ideas clarifications in the referred to references. 

Definition 2.1: A semi-group S, ∗ comprising of a set S and an affiliated parallel operation∗. 
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Models 2.1: The whole numbers, Z structure a semi-group under two unique activities: Expansion, (Z, + )

Increase (Z, .)  also, 

Definition 2.2: A Letter set is a unique arrangement of images.  Note: Letter set is signified by A.

Definition 2.3: A phrase over A (the alphabet) is a string of letters (a1  a2...am) where each of the a i is a

member of A. 

Example 2.3: {a,ab, ...}. The word “a” is a one letter-word at the same time as phrase “ab” is a two letter

phrase.

Statement 1: We denote the length of a phrase w by n or |w| while a word of length zero (0) is called an

empty collection or an empty phrase. Also, the duration of a word |w| = 0 if and handiest if w = ε . However,

the set of words (including empty words) over A is denoted by M∗ , The set of all nonempty words with at

least length one (this is, it includes as a minimum a one-letter word) is denoted by M+ . We quickly observed

that M+ ⊂ M∗ . The empty phrase is denoted by ε. So for a phrase (say) ε,w ∈ M + ; w.ε = ε.w = w. This

means that, ε acts as an identity element. Also for arbitrary w 1 ,w 2 ∈ M+ , we note that |w1w2| = |w1|+ |w2|. 

A binary operation is defined on M+ by concatenation, that is,

Given (a1 a2...am), (b1 b2...bm) ∈ M+ then,

(a1 a2...am)(b1 b2...bn) = (a1 a2...am b1 b2...bn) ∈ M+ −−−−−−−−−−− ( † )

Definition 2.4: Allow A be alphabet and M+ , the set of all finite, nonempty phrases over A. Then M+ is an

unfastened semi-group with respect to the operation defined in equation ( † ) above.

Definition 2.5: A unfastened monoid is defined as a free semi-group adjoins with an empty phrase, ε. That

is, M*= M+ ∪ {ε}.

Example 2.5 (a): Let (P,+) be a semi-group of natural numbers under addition. (P,+) is a free semi-group.

Let T = {1} be the generating set for (P,+). Consider the map α:T→R (where R is any semi-group) which

can be expanded to ᾱ :(N,+) → R defined by ᾱ (n )=α (1 )
n. Suppose we place a restriction on (N, +) then, ᾱ is

a homomorphism since for n,m ∈ N; ᾱ (n+m )=α (1 )
n
+m=α (1 )

n (α (1 )
m )=ᾱ (n ) . ᾱ (m )

Example 2.5 (b): Allow us to recollect (P,.) and we show that it is not free. Let T ⊆ P and define S = (P, + )

and let α: T → S defend via α(n) = n; ∀ n ∈ T . Consider the homomorphic extension ᾱ : (P , . ) → ( P ,+0 ) to

be any homomorphism then  ᾱ (n )=ᾱ (1.n )=ᾱ (1 )+ ᾱ (n ) .But  α (n )=n⟹ ᾱ (1 )=0.Since the the  element

“0” is not an detail of S = (P, + ). consequently, (P, .) isn't always unfastened.

Definition 2.6: Allow M+ be a free semi-group and let A be its generating set. Then A is a generating set for

M+ if each word shaped over A is made up of the goods of the elements of A that are the letters. 

Instance 2.6 (a): Let A={a,b} be binary alphabet. Then M+ = {a, b, ab, aab.…}. See that each one the word

shaped over A is made up the elements of A. for that reason, A is a generator.
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Suppose S is a semigroup generated by A, then there exist a homomorphism α:M+ → S, that is, for

all w1 ,w2 ∈ M+ , α(w1 w2)= α(w1)α(w2)

Definition 2.7: Let M+ be a free semi-group. Then M+ is said to be finitely generated if the generator is finite

or if it has a finite generating set.

Instance 2.7: Let A = {a,b} binary alphabet and let {a,b,ab,aab...} be set of words formed from the binary

alphabet. Then set of words over A is finitely generated

Definition 2.8: Let S be a semi-group and let A ⊆ S. Then, q = q 1 q 2 ...q n is a factorization over A on a

condition that each qn ∈ A; n = {1, 2, ...,n}. Suppose A is the generating set for S, then every element q ∈ A

has a factorization over A.

We note further that if every element of A has a unique factorization then S is a free semi-group otherwise it

is not a free semi-group.

Theorem 2.1 [5]: Let S be a semi-group and X ⊂ S . Then S is freely generated if and only if every x ∈ S

has a unique factorization over X∎

Lemma 2.1: Let M+ and N+ be two free semi-groups. Then, the external direct products of M + and N + , is

a semi-group.

Proof: we show first that it is a semigroup. It suffices to show that for arbitrary words (w1w2),(w3w4),(w5

w6)∈ (M⨁N)+(w1w2)[(w3w4)(w5w6)] = [(w1w2)(w3w4)](w5w6)

For the reason that binary operation described at the unfastened semi-group is by way of concatenation, we

have that:

[(w3,w4)(w5,w6)] = (w1,w2)[w3w5 ,w4w6] = ( w1w3w5,w2 w4w6) ∈ M⨁N+ −−−−−−−−−−−−− (1) 

Similarly, [(w1,w2)(w3,w4)] = [w1w3, w2w4] w5 ,w6 = (w1w3w5,w2 w4w6) ∈ M⨁N+ −−−−−−− (2)

Hence, the two equations are, therefore (M⨁N) is a semigroup

We prove further that it is a free semigroup. Suppose (wawb...wm) , (VaVb...Vn) ∈ (M⨁N)+ then we defined a

concatenation on (M⨁N)+

We  achieve  (wawb ...wm)  ,  (VaVb ...Vn)  =  (wawb ...wm  VaVb...Vn)  (yayb...ym),(kakb...kn)  ∈ (M⨁N)+ then,

(yayb ...ym),(kakb ...kn) = (yayb...ym kakb...kn)

We see that (wawb...wm VaVb...Vn), (yayb...ym kakb...kn) ∈ (M⨁N)+

Therefore, the external direct product of two free semi-group is a loose semi-group.

Example 2.8: Let M+ = {a,ba, ...} and let N + = {c,cd, ...}, then (M⨁ N)+ = {ac, bacd, ...}.

10. On this phase, we nation the vital and sufficient situations for the external direct merchandise of

two unfastened semigroups to be finitely generated

Definition 3.1: Let M+ be free semi-group. We assume that M+ is decomposed if there is a phrase w∈M+

such that w = w1w2  for some  w1,w2 ∈ M+ .

Note: The set of decompose free semi-group is denoted by (M+)2 =M+M+ = {w1w2: w1, w2 ∈ M+}
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The set of indecomposable free semigroup is denoted by M+ \ (M+)2

Example 3.1: Suppose {a,ab, aab,...}∈ M+  is a set of words generated by the binary alphabet. The only

indecomposable phrase is one-letter phrase in M+.

Remark 3.1:  Every indecomposable phrase belongs to a generating set. For instance, the one letter-word

“a” is an indecomposable word in M+  but it belongs to the generating set—the binary alphabet. If A is a

finite alphabet. By abstract definition of a free semi-group, M+ is free on A if there is a map α: A→M+

Lemma 3.1 [6]: For every semigroup S and every map φ : A →Sexist a unique morphism ϕ : M+→Ssuch

that diagram commutes∎

  A ↪ M+

τϕ=φ

S φϕ

Lemma 3.2: Let the diagram below be commutative. Then, M+ is finitely generated

τ

A ↪ M+

τϕ=φ

S φϕ

Proof: Suppose a finite alphabet A is given by {a1, a2,…,an}. Let W = {w1, w1w3, w1wn…} be words

formed over  A.  Then,  the  homomorphism  τ : A→ M+   defined by  τ : (a )=a ib iwhere i={1,2,…,n} is  an

epimorphism since there exisst a phrase (assume) w such that  τ (a )== aibi = w. Hence, since there is a

morphism from A to M+ we have established that M+ is free on A. By lemma (3.1), the diagram commutes.

This implies that every phrase formed over A is generated by the elements of A. and A is finite, thus M+ is

finitely generated∎

Lemma 3.3: Let M+ and N+ finitely generated free semi-groups, then the external direct product (M⨁N) + is

finitely generated.

Proof: Let A and B be finite alphabet such that A and B generates M +  and N+ respectively. Denote the external

direct product of A and B by (A⨁B) ={(a1,b1),(a2,b2),…,(an,bn)} and let W1 = {a1a2...an} and W2 = {b1b2...bn}

be  phrases  formed  over  the  alphabet  A  and  B  such  that  the  mapϕfrom  (A⨁B)  to  (M⨁N)+  is  an

epimorphism. That is,  there exist (W1,W2)  ∈ (M⨁N)+  is being generated by A⨁B. But  A⨁B finite so

(M⨁N)+ is finitely generated free semi-group follows from the fact thatϕis an epimorphism∎

Lemma 3.4: Consider two finite free semi-groups say M+ and N+. Given that (M⨁N) + is finitely generated

then (M+)2 = M+M+.

Proof: Assume that (M+)2 ≠ M+M+. Then let m ∈ M+ be an indecomposable element of +. So that for many

pairs  of  word from (w,n)  ∈ (M⨁N)+  will  be  indecomposable  in  (M⨁N)+.  Since every indecomposable

element belong to every generating set. This contradicts the assumption that (M⨁N) + is finitely.
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Definition 3.2: Consider a free semi-group with its generator M+ and A respectively. Then, M+ is said to be

stable with respect to its generating set A if there exists a finite presentation A∨R  that defines M+ in terms

of  A  with  respect  to  which  M+  has  no  critical  pairs.  We  give  below a  very  important  property  of  a

presentation in terms of a proposition.

Proposition 1.1 [10] let A = {ai:i∈I} and B = {bi:j∈J} be two finite generating sets for the free semi-group

M+. Suppose M+ is stable with respect to its generating set A, it is as well stable with B as its generating set∎

Theorem 4.1: Let M+ and N+ be any two finite free semi-groups. Then, (M⨁N) + is finitely presented if only

if neither M+ and N+ has indecomposable elements and both semi-groups have a finite presentation and are

stable.

Proof: Assume  that  (M⨁N) + has  a  finite  presentation,  then  we  are  certain  that  is  also  has  a  finite

generation. Therefore, following the logic in theorem (3.3) above, we see that individual factors has a finite

generation and has no indecomposable elements. The stability of the two free semi-groups M+ and N+.

Proposition 1.2 [9]:  Let  M and  N be decomposable and stable semi-groups.  Let  A = {a i:i∈I} and B =

{bi:j∈J} be finite and as well, full generating sets for M and N respectively. Define uniform presentation for

M and N respectively with respect to which M and N have no critical pairs as:

B =A∨ai=aϕ ( i) aϕ ( i) , R (i∈ I )

D =A∨ai=aζ ( j) aΘ ( j ) ,Q ( j∈ J )

 Assume ξdenotes the decomposition mapping, then the external direct product ( M × N )is defined  by the

following presentations.

R=A × B∨ξ (u1 , α )−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− (1)

R=A × B∨ξ ( β , u2 )=ξ ( β , v2 )−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− (2)

R=A × B∨ξ (a i1
aφ (i2 )

aϕ ( i2)
, y)=ξ (aφ ( i1)

aϕ (i1)
ai2

, y )−−−−−−−−−− (3)

R=A × B∨ξ (δ ,b j 1 bζ ( j2)
, bΘ ( j2 ) )=ξ (δ ,bζ ( j1)

, bΘ ( j1 )
,b j 2 )−−−−−−−−−− (4)

R=A × B∨( ai , b i)=(aφ (i)
, bζ ( j) ) (aϕ ( i)

,bΘ ( j) )−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− (5)

R=A × B∨(u1=v1 )∈R ; α∈N+; |ui| =|α| ; (u2=v2) ∈ Q; β ∈ M+; |u2| = |β|;

i1,i1 ∈ I; γ ∈ N+; |γ| = 3; j1,j2 j∈ J; δ∈ M+; |δ| = 3; i∈ I; j∈ J.

Particularly, M × N is finitely supplied∎

Thus, we deduced the subsequent statistics.

(a) M+ is finitely generated if A is chosen to be finitely

(b) M+ is finitely presented if the generating set A and the defining relation R is chosen to be finite,

(c) Every indecomposable phrase belongs to a generating set.

(d) Not every finitely generated free semi-group is finitely presented e.g <a,b|abin = aba(1,2,3,...)>

(e) A finitely generated free semi-group ⇏ finitely presented.
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(f) (M+)2 ≠ M+ = (M⨁N)+is not finitely generated
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